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The total cross section for pair production in the field of atomic electrons (tripiet production) is considered in

detail. A discussion of the relevant theoretical papers is presented; the more familiar cross section for pair
production in the Coulomb field of the nucleus serves for comparison. The effect of exchange and y-e interactions,

atomic binding, and radiative corrections are all considered, Earlier expressions for the recoil distribution have been
simplified considerably. Numerical values for screening corrections, exchange and y-e contributions, and total cross
sections are given. Comparison is made with experimental cross sections for pair production on hydrogen and
deuterium.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, precision measurements of the
total absorption cross section for photons have
been made in the energy range from 10—160 MeV. '
The aim of these experiments was the determina-
tion of the nuclear absorption cross section. This
is, however, only a fractiori, of at most 5-7 per-
cent, of the total absorption cross section. The
main part comes from atomic processes. Thus,
these measurements call for very accurate cross
sections for the various electromagnetic pro-
cesses: pair production, the Compton effect,
triplet production, and the photoelectric effect.
In connection with the analysis of these experi-
ments it has been recognized2'3 that small dis-
crepancies exist between the atomic cross sec-
tions derived from these measurements and the
current theoretical values, some of which have
uncertainties of the same order of magnitude as
the experimental uncertainties. In an attempt to
locate this discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment, we have been making a systematic investiga-
tion of the theoretical expressions for the various
atomic cross sections, both to establish the most
accurate cross section currently obtainable and
to attempt to place error estimates on the theoreti-
cal expressions. In this paper we examine the
best available expressions for pair production in
the field of atomic electrons (triplet production)
and evaluate the total triplet cross section as a
function of energy in the range 10-350 MeV for a
number of elements. We will make reference to a
number of theoretical expressions for this cross
section existing in the literature, specifically to
the work of Wheeler and Lamb, 4 Borsellino, 5

Qhizzetti, Suh and Bethe, ' Mork, and Haug. 9

Each of them has made significant contributions
to the understanding of this process and from their

work we will obtain what we believe to be the most
accurate currently available expression for the
triplet cross section. In Sec. II of this paper we
present a comparison of triplet production with
pair production in the field of the nucleus. A
discussion of the diagrams, momentum distribu-
tions and total cross sections for each of these
processes is given. A brief review of the essen-
tial elements contributed by the authors just men-
tioned in Hefs. 4—9 is included. The Coulomb cor-
rections and radiative corrections to the total
triplet cross section are discussed at the end of
this section. In Sec. III we give some details per-
tinent to the numerical calculations. A discussion
of the results of this paper is given in Sec. IV. In
Appendix A we give detailed expressions for the
Borsellino recoil distribution and total cross sec-
tion for triplet production. We show that certain
integrals in the original work of Borsellino may
be expressed in terms of dilogarithms. Finally,
in Appendix B we give critical comments and an
errata for the work of Mork and Olsen'6 on the
radiative correction to the total-pair cross sec-
tion.

II. PAIR AND TRIPLET PRODUCTION CROSS
SECTIONS

Before entering into the details of these calcula-
tions, however, it would be well to compare pair
production in the field of an electron with the
more familiar process of pair production in the
Coulomb field of the nucleus. If we allow for the
possibility of nuclear recoil (i.e. , consider the
nucleus to have a finite mass) then there are (in
1st Born approximation) four diagrams in the case
of pair production in the nuclear field, shown in
Fig. 1. The diagrams I and II are generally called
Bethe- Heitler diagrams. They account for re-

coil solely kinematically, in that the recoiling nu-
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for pair production in the
field of the nucleus including recoil. Diagrams I and II
are the "Bethe-Heitler" diagrams. p+ P+

cleus may absorb energy as well as momentum.
If the momentum transfers q which are important
for the particular experimental situation are such
that q~/2M«k (M being the nuclear mass, k the
photon energy) then the nuclear field may be ap-
proximated by a static potential, and we have the
diagrams shown in Fig. 2, which give the familiar
Bethe- Heitler" cross section. The diagrams III
and IP in Fig. 1 are generally called "brompton"
diagrams in view of their obvious similarity to
the diagrams for brompton scattering. It should be
noted that the Bethe-Heitler diagrams I and II have
only one photon exchanged with the nucleus, where-
as the brompton diagrams III and I7 are two-photon
exchange diagrams.

In the case of pair production from a fr«elec-
tron, we again have the four diagrams shown in
Fig. 1, but in addition four more are obtained by
exchange of the final electrons. In the literature
the diagrams I and II of Fig. 3 8,re referred to as
"Borsellino" diagrams (since they are the ones
considered in his work, Ref. 5), and III and IV
are called y-e diagrams. These four are identical

p+

FIG. 2. Diagrams for pair production in the field of a
static potential.
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FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for pair production in the
field of a free electron, I and II are the "Borsellino"
diagrams, III and IV are the y-e diagrams, Q„and IIex
are the Borsellino exchange diagrams, and III,„andIV,

„

are the y-e exchange diagrams.

to the four diagrams shown in Fig. 1 provided that
we neglect, in III and Pf of Fig. 1, any possible
contribution from excited states of the nucleus in
the intermediate state. Returning to Fig. 3, I,

„

and II,„arereferred to' as Borsellino exchange
diagrams and III,„and IV,„arereferred to as y-e
exchange diagrams.

In the eight diagrams shown in. Fig. 3 a pair is
produced in the field of a free electron. Thus they
do not truly describe the situation in which the
pair is created in the field of an electron bound in
the atom. Likewise, the four diagrams in Fig. 1
do not truly represent the situation in w hie h the
pair is produced in the field of the atom (the nu-
cleus together with bound electrons). For neither
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process is an 'exact" solution possible. Under the
most general conditions this would involve a com-
plete solution of the many-body problem. How-

ever, under the assumption that the created pair
(or, in the case of bremsstrahlung, the incident
and scattered electron) have sufficiently high en-

ergy, we may follow the approach of Wheeler and
Lamb. More specifically, this requires (i) that
the time of traversal of the atom by the created
pair be small compared to the time ~ associated
with the atomic electrons (7-k/E) and (ii) that the
important momentum transfers q are small
enough compared to the momenta of the created
particles that the motion of the atomic electrons
may be neglected during the time that the process
occurs. Under these assumptions, for paj.r pro-
duction in the nuclear field the momentum is ab-

sorbed by the atom as a whole, without changing
its state. Then for high energies and small mo-
mentum transfers (q «mc), the effects of the
bound electrons may be accounted for by the
atomic form factor E(q) (The term high energy"
is generally taken to imply particle and photon
energies much larger than the electron rest en-

ergy, mc2. However, we believe that the model
just described requires only that the created pair
have energies much greater than the binding ener-
gy of the inner (K-shell) electrons. Even for high-
Z elements, these are of the order of 100 keV,
which is 1% of the lowest photon energy considered
in this paper. We therefore neglect the atomic
binding energy throughout, in both the dynamics
and the kinematics. ):

S(q)= — qe (r„,r )pe" ' 'qe(r„,r )dr„.. ;dr

For triplet production, the atomic state changes and we have instead the incoherent scattering function
S(q):

S(q)= —P I qe(r„,r ) e"'q,(r„,r ldr, , , dr
f PO

=—P ISee"" "q „q.e. .r-qZr
/

()(, Sqe
ty j

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) were given in Ref. 4.
For large momentum transfers (q & m&) the

atomic electrons may be treated as free (in triplet.
production) and the nuclear field may be treated as
a point Coulomb field in nuclear pair production.
Thus,

E(q) —0,
S(q) -1,

for q z mc. Following this approach, the cross
section for nuclear pair production may then be
written as

&to 40'„ ~M gg„a„(k)~Z2 [1—E(q)]2 "dq+Z "dq
Qq

and that for triplet production as

'0 do, '~ ag,
o'«(k) =Z S(q) «dq+Z «dq. (4)

Qq Qq

Here do„/dq is the cross section in a point Cou-
lomb field V= —e2/r, integrated over all variables
otherthanthe recoilmomentum, dg«/dq is the cross
section. for triplet production from a free electron,
similarly integrated, and q and q„arethe kine-
matic limits for each of the processes:

qm
=k+ (k2 —4)') 2 for nuclear pair production,

k(k —1)+ (k + 1)[k(k —4)] '~2

q~ . 24+1
for triplet production. (4')

The momentum q, is of order mc, chosen so that

E(q(, ) =0,

S(qo) =1.
This is the procedure that was used by Bethe" to
obtain the cross sections for bremsstrahlung and
pair production in the nuclear field, and by Huh

and Bethe' for pair production in the field of an
electron, in both cases for high energies. Now
for the nuclear field, the problem of the proper
choice of q, and the small errors involved in this
division of the integration region can be avoided.
We are concerned here with the total cross sec-
tion, for which the important contribution comes
from momentum transfers q ~ mc. Thus, the con-
tribution from the Compton diagrams, III and IV
in Fig. 1, which are of order Z(q /2M), as well as
the contribution from the kinematic recoil terms
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in the Bethe-Heitler diagrams, I and II in Fig. 1,
which are of order qP/2M, can both be neglected,
since the significant values of qm/2M are then
small relative to the energy of the incident photon
k (or of the incident electron, in the case of;
bremsstrahlung). Then in Epi. (3) we need only the
recoil distribution for a fixed point Coulomb poten-
tial doc.„,/dq, and this has been given without
further approximation by Jost, Luttinger, and
Slotnick. '~ We may then write, in place of Eq.
(3),

o„(k)=Zm JI [1—F(q)]2 c'&'( ' dq.
~m dq

In the case of pair production in the electron
field, the situation is somewhat more subtle.
First we must deal with the problem of the y-e

and exchange diagrams —III, IV and I,„,II,„,III,„

and IV,
„

in Fig. 3. None of these are truly proper-
ly treated in the "static" picture of the atom. On

the other hand they are important only for large
momentum transfers (q» mc), for which we do
not invoke the static picture at all, but rather
treat the atomic electrons as free. Thus, we
neglect these diagrams in the recoil distribution
used in the first integral in Eq. (4) (q & q & qp),
as was also done by Suh and Bethe, ' retaining, in

q - q-qz, only the contribution from the Borsel-
lino diagrams, I and II in Fig. 3:

ot(k) =Z S(q) d'"' ~q+Z ' &q. (6)
dq

A simple rewriting of this expression gives

~Bors dg, dg ~„, '~ do 8„,o, (k) =Z ""dq+Z ' — "' dq- Z [1—S(q)] "*'&q

(7)

Again, as discussed in arriving at Eq. (5), we may
neglect the next to the last term in the expression
above since do, /dq and dop„,/dq differ only in the
contribution from the y-e and exchange terms,
which may be neglected for q & qo. In addition, we
may neglect the last term above since S(q) =1 for
q~ qo. We thus arrive at the expression

o, (k) =Z [op„,(k) +ho„,„,(k) —&S(k, Z)], (8)

where
~N dg&

op.„(k)= —&"' dq,
~m

(10)
( dq dq ]~

AS(k, Z) = [1—S(q)] ds"' &q.
~m dq

A few observations are in order at this point. The
largest term here, op„,(k), is the total triplet
cross section in the field of a free electron, as
given by BorsellinoP and GhizzettiP (thus including
only diagrams I and II in Fig. 3). It has the great
calculational advantage that it is given analytically
as well as in the form of an expansion in succes-
sive powers of 1/k, given here in Appendix A.
This is of particular importance for the inter-
mediate energy region (10-160 MeV) with which

I

we are dealing here. As may be seen from this
expansion, and is discussed in detail by Suh and
Bethe, the leading term in this expansion is iden-
tical to the high energy limit of the cross section
for pair production in a pure Coulomb field

op„,(k) -= orpm[PpP ln(2k) —~&', ], (12)

where a=1/137.036 is the fine structure constant
and r&

——2.817 77 x 10 '~ cm is the classical elec-
tron radius. However, in the intermediate energy
region of concern to us here, the total cross sec-
tion op„,(k) may differ by almost a factor of 2
from the total cross section for pair production in
the point Coulomb field oc,„,(k) [given by Eq. (5)
with E(q) —= 0, Z=1]. This is shown graphically
iq Fig. 4, where we plot the percentage difference
between op„,(k) and oc,„,(k) as a function of the
photon energy. As is clear from that figure, al-
though the two cross sections do indeed approach
the same limit and become essentially identical
for energies in the GeV region, they differ sig-
nificantly for energies below 100 MeV. This point
may also be seen from the successive terms in
the high energy expansions for the two cross sec-
tions. For moderate photon energies the correc-
tion terms to op„,(k) are larger by a factor k than
the corrections to oc,„,(k). For triplet production,

o p„,(k) = nrp 11 ln(2k) —+p+ —
~

—f Inp(2k) + 3 Inp(2k)—p 1&4 p 60+16' 123 + 12a + 16b flnP(2k) l
k~ 3

ln(2k) +
3

+o
)

(a =—2.467 40, b = 1.803 10), (13)
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whereas for pair production in the point Coulomb field of the nucleus, '

2

vc,„,(k) =aron 28 ln(2k) —~&~~+~
k ~

.
—', ln (2k) —lni(2k)+(6 ——', wm) ln(2k) —

27 +2/(3)+ —+0
II, k)

[g(3) =1.2O2O569" ] .

v, (k) =„Zar~~[&~~ln(1271Z 2~~) —
~~, ]. (16)

The difference between v„(k)and v, (k) as given in
Eqs. (15) and (16) should be expected. The
screening functions multiplying the respective re-
coil distributions [[1—E(q)] ~ in Eq. (3) and &(q)
in Eq. (6)) are very different in the region of mo-
mentum transfers that is strongly affected by the
screening, q & q & qp «1.

Let us now return to our expression for the
triplet cross section, Eq. (8), and consider the
second term there, 4v„,„,(k). This term is the
difference between the total triplet cross section
as calculated by Hauga (including all eight diagrams

64
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FIG. 4. Percentage difference between the total cross
sections o'~(k) and o&,&(k) as a function of photon en-
ergy k.

It should be noted, however, that this equality in
the limit of high energies, of the total cross sec-
tion for pair production in the field of an electron
with that for pair production in the field of the
nucleus (apart from an obvious factor Z), holds
only when screening is neglected. Jn fact the ef-
fects of screening dominate at extremely high en-
ergies. The total cross sections for these two
processes are then constant (rather than in-
creasing logarithmically with photon energy) and
are moreover unequal. Thus, if the atomic
screening is given by the Thomas-Fermi model,
we have, in the limit of extremely high energies, '4

v„(k) =„Zmo.rom[28 ln(183Z '~3) —
~~, ],

whereas

of Fig. 3) and that of Borsellino (who includes only
diagrams I and II in Fig. 3). This correction may
be obtained directly from Table 1 in Ref. 9 as a
function of the photon energy k and represents the
contribution of the y-e and exchange diagrams. It
is to be noted that neither v~.„(k)nor 4v„,„,(k) in-
voke the high-energy approximation. Haug finds
that for incident photon energies k )7.5 MeV, the
correction 4v„,„,(k) is always less than 1.2% of
the total triplet cross section in the field of a free
electron. The correction term 4a „,„,(k) is not in-
cluded in the calculation of Suh and Bethe; the first
calculation of the contribution of the y-e and ex-
change diagrams was performed some eight years
after their work by Mork. 8 His calculation em-
ployed a Monte Carlo procedure for the integration
of the differential cross section. In the most re-
cent calculation of this process, however, Haug~

has been able to perform the integration over the
angles of the outgoing electrons analytically, thus
improving considerably the accuracy of the nu-
merical results. One should thus choose, for the
numerical evaluation of the correction hv„,„,(k),
the values given by Haug rather than those ap-
pearing in the earlier work of Mork. Mork's work
is nonetheless extremely valuable in that it is the
only one in which the contributions of the individual
diagrams (and their interference) are calculated
separately, integrated over all variables, as a
function of the incident photon energy.

Finally we consider the last term in Eq. (8), the
"screening correction" &S(k, Z). As we have al-
ready noted, the significant contribution to this
correction, given by Eq. (11), comes only from
small momentum transfers, q - q- q, «1. More-
over, for this region of small momentum trans-
fers the recoil distributions dv~„,/dq and dvc,„,/
dq approach .he same limiting distribution for
very high energies, k»1. This was shown by
Suh and Bethe, ' who note that this may be under-
stood from the observation that for these very
small momentum transfers the recoil energy taken
up by the field particle, regardless of whether it
is an electron or a nucleus, is negligible com-
pared to its rest mass. The f ield in which the pair
is produced thus behaves as if it were a static one.
In Ref. 7 an additional condition is imposed on q,
viz. , —,'kq —I » 1/Mk. While it is true, as noted
there, that this restriction is unimportant, we
would like to point out that this additional condition
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is in fact not needed for the analysis leading to
Eq. (6) in Ref. 7. If throughout that equation one
replaces the term 1 —2/kq by 1 —q /q, and uses
the exact expression for q, then the resulting
expression is valid for all q in the region q & q
~ qp ~& ~, However, the approach to the high ener-
gy limit of the recoil distribution. is very slow.
Just as we saw in Eq. (18) for the total cross sec-
tion, so also for the recoil distribution the correc-
tion terms' to the high-energy limit of do~„,/dZ
are of order 1/k. Thus the conclusion illustrated
in Fig. 4, viz. , that in the intermediate energy re-
gion o'c,„,(k) is not a good approximation for
a ~„,(k), is also true for the screening correction
&S(k, Z). If in Eq. (11)we replace dol„,/dq by its
small q high energy limit, thereby writing

doCoui
rh, S(k, Z) =

i dq[1 —S(q)]
~m 0+ ipc «~q «~op&(i

(17)
as was done by Wheeler and Lamb4 and by Huh

and Bethe, 7 then the results are indeed quite ac-
curate for energies. in the GeV region (errors
& 1/o), but again may be in error by as much as
a factor of 2 in the intermediate energy region
considered here. This is shown in Fig. 5, where
we plot the percentage difference between
&S~„,(k, Z) and &Sc,„,(k, Z) as a function of photon
energy for Pb. Here M~„,(k, Z) =&S(k, Z) as cal-
culated from Eq. (11) using the recoil distribution
dos„,/dq [and integration limits given by (4')],
whereas &Sc,„,(k, Z) = ES(k, Z) as calculated from
Eq. .(11) using the recoil distribution doc,„,/dq and
integration limits given by (8').

We thus see that the contributions of the 'Borsel-
lino" diagrams converge very slowly to their high-
energy limit. They are within 1% of this limit
only when we reach the GeV region. Thus, one

40
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should not make any high-energy approximations
in the contribution from these diagrams in the in-
termediate energy region. This is in sharp con-
trast to the behavior of the contribution of the y-e
and exchange diagrams. As shown in Fig. 3 of
Ref. 8 and in Table 1 of Ref. 9, the contribution of
the y-e and exchange diagrams is very large for
photon energies between threshold (4 mc~) and a
few Me&, but goes to zero rapidly with increasing
k, being less than 1.2%%uc of c, for k&7.5 MeV. For
this reason, as well as the fact that they give a
small contribution for the small momentum trans-
fers which are involved in the integral, Eq. (11)
for b, S(k, Z), we may neglect the y-e and exchange
diagrams in the screening correction rh, S(k, Z).

Finally, we mention two other corrections to the
triplet cross section due to higher order interac-
tions. The first is the Coulomb correction. As
the effective Z of the target is unity, one may in-
deed expect that this correction will be small, ex-
cept for energies very near threshold. If we use
the Coulomb corrections to pair production in the
nuclear field as a qualitative guide, then from the
work of gverbgP5 (with Z= 1) we see that although
the Coulomb corrections are very significant for
photon energies within a few keg of threshold,
they are completely negligible for photon energies
an MeV or more above threshold. They may there-
fore be neglected here. The second modification of
o, as given in Eq. (8) is that due to radiative cor-
rections. All existing ca.lculations of the radiative
correction to the total cross section for either pair
production'6'" or bremsstrahlung, ' whether in the
field of a nucleus or an electron, make use of the
Weizsacker-Williams method and the high- energy
approximation. The only calculation specific to
triplet production" gives the radiative correction
to the positron spectrum, but not to the total cross
section. We therefore follow here the suggestion
of Mork' (see pages 1070 and 1071 of Ref. 8)
and use the radiative correction to the total
cross section for pair production in the nu-
clear field, calculated by Mork and belsen" at
high energies. They find (Table IV of Ref. 16) a
radiative correction very close to 1/o, essentially
independent of energy and Z. We therefore include
this by writing, as our final expression for the
triplet cross section,

o, (k) =Zf„d[ v ~„,(k)+ b,o„,„,(k) —4S(k, Z)], (18)

—Pb
0 l I I I I I I t

0 40 80 1 20 160 200 240 280 320 360 400
k (MeV)

FIG. 5. Percentage difference between the screening
corrections ASgggg (k. S) anclAScpg(k Z) as a function of
the photon energy k for Pb.

where f„,=1.01, and the other terms are given by
our Eqs. (9), (10) and (11). To be sure, for the
lowest part of the energy region considered here,
this value for f„,may be open to question.

Table I gives the unscreened triplet cross sec-
tion c, (k) for Z =1 [Eq. (18) with b.S(k, Z) —= 0] as
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(MeV)

O'B (k)
(mb)

&0. (k)
(mb)

0; {k)
uns creened

(mb)

9.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
50.0
75.0

100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350.0

1.0063
1.1560
1.8006
2.3103
2.7274
4.0962
4.9208
5.5078
5.9620
6.3318
6.6431
6.9118
7.3583
7.7207
8.0254

-0.0028
0.0019
0.0171
0.0255
0.0307
0.0357
0.0363
0.0306
0.0251
0.0213
0.0190
0.0179
0.0181
0.0198
0.0210

1.0134
1.1695
1.8359
2.3592
2.7856
4.1733
5.0068
5.5938
6.0470

' 6.4166
6.7288
6.9990
7.4501
7.8179
8.1269

TABLE I. The rseh Bo sellino total cross section IYB~ (k),
hange and y-e diagrams,the corr ection due to exc an

d tri let cross section 0;(k)&&Hwg( )k) and the unscreene ip e
each inmb as a function of t ebefrad Berg

MeV. As in Eq. (18), we use fradphoton energy k, in Me . s i
=—1.01.

for. three dif-recoil distribution dvg„, (q,
ferent hoton energies: k =10, 50,50 and 100 Me7,
and for comparison, the correspon ing

dv ( k)/dq. The numerical inte-distribution, o c,„,q,
gration o q.f E . (11) was a,ccomplished by using a
Simpson integra ion

'
t t'on routine with automatic s ep

~ ~selection. For e incth
' oherent scattering function

—= Si Z) we have used the tabulated valuesS(q) -=q, w

momen-iveninRe . , inf 19 ' terpolatedfor different m
llrs b a third order Spline function. Aturn transfers q by a ir

computations weret t' ere carried out in double precision
' 't A check of the numerical(18 significant digi s .

proce ure wd e was made by integrating the recoil dis-
d /dq over q, using precise ytribution 0 ~„,

~ ~ fod as that used in the computation o
the screening correction. The results o
calculations for several photon g'ener ies 0 were
then compared wiith the cross sections obtained
from the Borse ino-ll' —Ghizzetti expansion formula
for triplet production in the field of a free e ec-

,k) in E . (A23) in Appendix A. The re-tron, 0,.„

c ofsuits were oun of d t agree within the accuracy
the integration routine ( 0-4

hv k).well as the values of vB„(k)and s g,

III. COMPUTATIONS

b, S~k Z& was computedThe screening correction
. ~11,. The differen-by numerical integration of Eq. ,

tial cross section

dv g„,/dq = dv g„,(q, k)/dq

here it is written inis given in Appendix A, whe
terms of the same functions as appear in the ex-

for the recoil distribution for pair pro-
a point Coulomb field, 0~„, q,

F 6 ho thlogarithms and dilogarithms. Figure s

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The screening correction fo p
'

pr air roduction in
f' ld of the atomic electrons, ZZ&Sk Z, has

uted for several elements in the inbeen compu e or
eV. The resultsmediate energy range of 9—350 MeV. e

Table II. Figure 7f th' alculation are given in Ta e
displays ZES(k, Z) as a percentage of thehe total
triplet cross section for a free electron,

k +bv „(k)].
Table III shows the screening correc ion
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TABLE II. The screen. c
electrons in m

ng correction Z&S(k, Z) for
mb, as a function of the

) or pair production in the fie
o e photon energy k in MeV f

d en, x.e., a(b)=.a &&10

s. e

k (MeV)

9.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
50.0
75.0

100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350.0

s.4529(-ov)
1.126s(-o6)
3.1683(-05)
2.0006 (-04)
7.1837(-04)
l.v5o2(-o2)
6.8319(-02)
1.4896(-01)
2.4646 (-01)
3.5934(-01)
4.v8va(-ol)
6.0108(-ol)
8.4695(-01)
l.o8vv(+oo)
1.3201(+00)

Z=4

3.2V42{-O6)
8 .5698 (-06)
1.7089 (-04)
9.565V (-O4)
s.ovlo(-os)
5.oo16(-oa)
1.5v5s(-ol)
3.0195(-01)
4.6068 (-01)
6.3121(-01)
8.o42o(-ol)
9.7700 (-01)
1.3171(+00)
1.6464 (+00)
1.9637(+00)

Z=6

4.-evia(-o5)
1.0282 (-04)
l.soeo(-os)
-5.872 5{-03)
1.5821(-o2)
1.5352(-01)
s.8s45(-ol)
6.519 S(-Ol)
9.3081(-01)
1.2252 (+00)
1.5229(+oo)
1.82oe(+oo)
2.4099(+00)
2.9829(+00)
3.5359(+00)

Z=8

3.0837{-04)
6.o852(-o4)
5.8116(-03)
2.0812(-02)
4.v 625(-oa)
S.1582(-O1)
6.9504(-01)
1.119o{+oo)
1.5546 (+00)
2.0118(+00)
2.4val(+oo)
2.9308(+00)
s.8sls(+oo)
4.6994(+00)
5.5sol(+oo)

Z= 13

4.494O(-O3)
v.v sev (-os)
4.3vs4( 02)
1.1sos(-ol)
2.0974{-01),
9.4251(-01)
1.8928 (+00)
2.9237(+00)
3.9523 (+00)
4.9832 {+00)
5.9832 (+00)
6.94vl(+oo)
8.7641 (+00)
1.O442(+Ol)
1.19ev(+ol)

k (MeV) Z= 20 Z= 29 Z=73 Z= 82

9.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
50.0
75.0

100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350.0

2.9262 (-02)
4.4V61(-O2)
l.vsov(-ol)
3.V118(-O1)
6.219 S(-O1)
2.3038(+00)
4.2264(+00)
6.15sa(+oo)
7.9927(+00)
9.7843(+00)
1.1493(+01)
1.3122(+01)
1.6158(+01)
1.8932(+01)
2.1484(+Ol)

1.0108(-01)
1.4352(-O1)
4.5036 (-01)
8.8119(-Ol)
1.3993(+00)
4.6201 (+00)
8.1617{+00)
1.1662(+ol)
1.4971(+01)
1.8156(+01)
2.1165(+01)
2.4olo(+ol)
a.g256(+Ol)
3.3995(+01)
3.8312(+01)

4.3913(-01)
5.9052(-01)
1.6ols(+oo)
2.9111(+00)
4.3981(+00)
1.2677(+Ol)
2.0876(+01)
2.8507{+01)
3.5461(+01)
4.1955(+Ol)
4.7966(+01)
5.3558(+Ol)
6.3688(+01)
v.26v 9(+ol)
8.0767(+01)

1.0707 (+00)
1.4111(+OO)
3 .5591(+00)
6.1903(+00)
9.0872 (+00)
2.4513(+Ol)
s.eoeo(+o1)
5.2248 (+01)
6.4oo5(+ol)
v.48oe(+ol)
8.4697 (+01)
9.3812(+01)
1.1O15(+Oa)
1.2449(+Oa)
l.svae(+oa)

1.3979 (+00)
1.8314(+oo)
4.5s6v (+oo)
7.8156(+00)
1.1390(+01)
2.9980(+01)
4.vlev (+ol)
6.2605(+01)
7.6306 (+01)
8.8844 (+01)
1.0029 (+02)
1.1081(+02)
1.2962(+oa)
1.4609 {+02)
1.6076 (+02)
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TABLE III. Screening correction for hydrogen 4S(k,
Z=1) in mb as a function of the photon energy k, in
MeV, calculated using the exact incoherent scattering
function S(q)= 1—I (q), where E(q) is the hydrogen
atomic form factor.

k (MeV)
4${k,Z= 1)

(mb)

125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
400
500

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000

0.004 33
0.009 70
0.017 5
0.027 7
0.040 1
0.054 3
0.070 1
0.087 3
0.106
0.125
0.166
0.252
0.686
1.37
1.86
2.24
2.56
2,83
3.06
3.27

rections have not been included in either.
Previous calculations of the triplet screening

cross section were obtained by using the recoil
distribution doc,„,/dq in the high energy approxi-
mation of Ref. 4 instead of the recoil distribution
dos„,jdq. A comparison with our present results
shows rather large differences, especially in the low

energy part of the energy region we deal with.
Figure 5 shows this very clearly for Pb.

In Ref. 2 the screening correction was also cal-
culated with the recoil distribution doc,„,/dq but
with a correction factor taking into account the
difference between doc,„,/dq and doa„,/dq. A

comparison with these results leads to smaller
deviations than with those of Ref. 23. At 10 and
15 MeV the screening corrections Z&S(k, Z) differ
from our present evaluation of them by 15% and
10'%%uo, respectively, decreasing with higher ener-
gies. This behavior reflects the fact that the dif-
ference between the recoil distributions used is
largest at low energies (Fig. 6).

The high energy screening corrections for hy-
drogen(Table III) canbe compared with the results
of Ref. 20, which were obtained by using the recoil
distribution dcrc,„,/dq of Ref. 12 instead of do a„,/
dq together with a term correcting for the use of
the incorrect recoil distribution. The agreement
of these results with the present calculation is
excellent and can again be understood as a con-

22 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I

2I-

20-

l9-
E

l8-
+

b l7-

Cl H REF. [2I j
D REF. [21]

REF. [ 22j
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l5-

14 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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FIG. 9. The total cross section for pairs, 0&+ 0.„,
together with experimental cross sections from H and

D, as a function of photon energyk .

sequence of the decreasing difference between
doc.„,/dq and doB„,/dq (Fig. 6) at these very high
energies.

A comparison of the triplet cross section with
experimental data is rather difficult since there
exist no specific precision measurements of the
triplet cross section o,. The absorption experi-
ments' which motivated our investigation of the
triplet cross section measure the total photoab-
sorption cross section v„„ofwhich the triplet
cross section is only a fraction. From Eq. (19)
we have o,/a„,= 1/(Z+ 1). Thus total absorption
measurements on high Z elements will not be par-
ticularly useful for accurate determinations of the
triplet cross section. In view of the ratio 1/
(Z+1), hydrogen is most suited for a, comparison
of theory with experiment. Figure 9 displays the
experimental data of Ref. 21 and Ref. 22 along with
the calculated sum of the triplet cross section 0,
and the cross section for pair production in the
nuclear Coulomb field o„(computed from Eq. (5),
with the radiative correction). The cross section
for pair production in the nuclear Coulomb field
has been checked on high Z elements2 and is known
to an accuracy of at least 0. 5%%u~ for high Z elements
and even better for low Z. If we now turn to hydro-
gen, we can thus assume that the nuclear pair
cross section is known, and thus use the hydrogen
data to check the triplet cross section. Figure 9
shows good agreement with the experiment.

It should be noted, however, that for low Z ele-
ments, for which the triplet cross section is an
appreciable fraction of v„„the various calcula-
tions of 0, are distinguished only in the different
values given for the screening correction Z&S(k, Z)
and the even smaller term, Zb.o„,„,(k) [Eq. (18)].
However, for moderate energies the screening
correction is very small for low Z. For example,
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for i,i at 350 and 100 MeV, Z&S(k, Z) i». 3%%uo and
0.1%%uo of o„,, respectively. (See Table II.) On the
other hand, at very high energies where the
screening correction is large, the difference be-
tween doc,„[/dq and do~„,/dq becomes small so
that the various calculations again agree, as we
have noted. Thus, the difference between the
various calculations of the triplet screening cor-
rection has, generally, a negligible impact on the
analysis of the total absorption cross section.
Nonetheless, the present work gives for the first
time a consistent treatment of the triplet screening
correction which avoids the various ad Roc correc-
tion factors used in previous calculations. '~ '~3

Furthermore, we can now specify the errors which
were made by using the recoil distribution doc,„[/
dq. Previously, these errors could only be esti-
mated.

Borsellino for arbitrary target mass M. For the
case M =m (m, the electron mass) this is given
below in expressions (Al)-(A10). We show that
dos„,/dq can in fact be written in terms of the
same functions that appear in the expression for
the recoil distribution for pair production in a
Coulomb field, do'c, „[/dq, viz. , logarithms and
dilogarithms (see Ref. 12). The total cross sec-
tion for the case M= m was derived by Ghizzetti;
his expansion of o~„,(k) for large k is given below
in (A23).

We start with the expression for the total cross
section as given on page 33 E(I. (31a) of Ref. 5,
which becomes (A2), for M =m and upon taking all
momenta in units of me and all energies in units
of m&2, as on page 38 of Ref. 6. (We have made
minor changes in notation. In place of I (k), q&

and q, in Ref. 5, we have written o s,„(k)= m', I'(k),
q„=q,and q„=q„respectively.)

APPENDIX A: BORSELLINO RECOIL DISTRIBUTION
AND TOTAL CROSS SECTION FOR TRIPLETS o s„,(k) = neo ~ G(q)& 1 '& qdq

(A2)

In this appendix we give the recoil distribution
for pair production in the field of a free electron,
do~„,/dq, obtained when one retains only the two
diagrams I and II in Fig. 3, as well as the total
cross section o„„,(k), obtained by integrating
do~„,/dq over all kinematically allowed momenta
[Ea. (4)]:

where

W= W(q) = (q~+ I)') ~,

and

k(k —1)a (k + 1)[k(k —4)] ')'~

q 2k+ 1

(A3)

(A4)

a,.„(k) f J"' dq.
dq

The recoil distribution was first derived by

(A1) G(q) =A(q, k) +B(q, k) Jt C(q', k)dq',
'Im

with .

(A5)

A (q, k) = S(~R + S~L + S3N, (A6a)

4 (W- l)(4W- 5) 2 (W-1)(k+4W- 5) 2 [k2 —Bk(W- I) —3(W-2)(2W —3J)
3k D3 D~ +

k
—2(W- 2), (A6b)

8 (W- l)[1+3(W- 1) —(W- 1)2] 4 (W- l)[(k+ W- 1)(W—2) —(2W- 1)]
'2 3P D3 DR

4 ())'- 2)[1 —())'- 1)())'- 2)] —2).'(W- 1)()) - 2) —).'~(W- 1))
D

+ 2k(W —2)D+ 2(W—2)(3 W- 5) +4k(W- 1), (A6c)

S =2(W—2)q
2k (2W- 3)

3 3 q
(A6d)

D=q —W+ &, (AV)

R=R(q) = (kD —W)2- 1, (A8a)

L =L(q) =ln (kD —W+ l)~) ~+ (kD- W- I)~) 2

2

(A8b)

((kDW- q~ —qMR

B(q, k) = —4[(W- 2)i + k(W- 1)],

(A8c)

C(q, k) = + (A10)

In the following part of this appendix we show
that the integral in (A5) may be expressed in terms
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of dilogarithms:

C (q', k)dq' = —,
'

ln(t2) ln
m

~
I

t

~

I ~~ ~21
2

2kD
8"+ q

+ —. 7 (
???+? ??(???+??))'

(Al 1)

where t2 is given by (A19) and (A13).
The expressions (Al)-(A10) give the recoil dis-

tribution and total cross section in the form given
on page 38 of Ref. 6. The details are given on
pages 31—33 of Ref. 5, Eqs. (27a)-(31a). It may
be noted that the limits on the integral in (A5) are
not given in the corresponding expression, Eq.
(30a) in Ref. 5. They may be obtained, however,
from the analysis presented on pages 31 and 32
of Ref. 5, and this will also enable us to write this
integral in terms of dilogarithms.

As is shown in Eqs. (26a) of Ref. 5 and may be
verified directly by differentiation,

&(q) (W- q)I. (q) d I'"2 p
q, +

(A12)

t+W-q+ t+ W+q

where

t2 =x2 —. W+ [(xg —W) —1] '~2.

(A18)

(A19)

In the first term in the integrand in (A18) we write
t= 1/t', and integrate by parts. This gives

lnt
n2~t ~ + dt't+ &- q

' ' '
ig t'+ &+q1/ t2

which, upon substitution in (A18) results jn

Substituting t= (W+q)s in (A20) and integrating by
parts we then obtain this integral in terms of the
dilogarithm function

"2 X, 2kD—dx= 2ln(t2)lnx W'+q

)??+? ' ? ??(?? +?)) '

(A21)
where [Eq. (20a), Ref. 5]

x( ——x)(q) = W+1,

xz ——x2(q) =kD,

and X= X(x, q) is given [ Eq. (16a) Ref. 5] by

(x —W+ I)'~~+ (x —W- l)~~2
A. =ln—

g2

(A13) C („) f )(?- )'„,
o

(A22)

Comparing (A16) and (A21) we then obtain (A11).
For the purpose of numerical evaluation of the

dilogarithm function we note that the series ex-
pansion

where I.2(x) is the dilogarithm function, defined by

x'2
—dx=0 for q=q or q=q~.x

We then have, on integrating (A12),

(A15)

—dx= f C(?', k)dq'
Xg Q

We now transform the left-hand side of (A16),
writing it in terms of the dilogarithm function
(also called the Spence function). With (A14) in
view, we first make the change of variable

(A16)

t'+1
x —8= t&1 (A17)

(in which W does not depend on x), and obtain

It should be noted in (A14) that W is a function of
q, as defined in (A3). Moreover, the limits of the
integral in (A2), q and q„asgiven in (A4), are
determined from the solution of the equation x, (q)
=x2(q) [note Eqs. (20a) and (21a) in Ref. 5], from
which it follows that

rf f fI?
/

is useful in the range 0&x&-,'. For x=0.5 the
first 10 terms give a precision of & 2 x 10, the
first 20 terms of &5&& 10 ~, and the first 30 terms
of &2x 10 ' . For all other argument values the
dilogarithm can be expressed in terms of L2(0 ~ x
& —,') with the following transformation":

1 m' x2
L2(x) = L& ————,

' ln(l —x)ln, x & —12 1 —x 6 1 —x

L (x) = —I-2 ——,'ln (1 —x), —1 &x & 02 2 j

L2(x) = —Lz(1 —x) + ——lnxln(l —x), —,'& x & 1
6

r'
I.2 (x) = —,. x = 1

"-1 (x- 1)'L (x) =L
x 6

+ ———,'lnxln, 1 & x~ 2x
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t'1
L (x) = —L

~

— + ———,
' In~x . 2 & xR (g

(Note that Lq(x) has a singularity at x=1, and is
usually defined by a cut along the real axis, from
x = + 1 to x = +~. The expressions given above for

I

x & 1 refer to the principal value of L&(x), defined
by L&(x) = —,lim, 0[L&(x+ie) +L&(x i~-)].)

Finally, for completeness, we give the full ex-
pansion of o~„,(k) as given by Ghizzetti.

28 218 1 )' 4 q q (60 + 16a) (123 + 12a + 16f))c (k) = o.r~ —ln2k — + —
~

——ln 2k+3ln~2k-Bozs 0 9 3
ln2k +

3
/

( 8» (5(+3Ra) (123 +SRa+ 645))+~ —ln32k —4 in~2k + ln2k—

1 53 (2915—288a)) 1 ( 49 115l 1 77 10 831+~ In~2k ——ln2k — I+M
I

——ln2k — I+—5
——ln2k +

k 9 216 ] k ( 18 432 ) k 36 8640

+—' "'l 2k+""' +—'' ""l2k+394979 +".+k' 300'" +
36000 +kv ~ 1800'" +

216000
+

with a=- 2.46740 and b =- 1.80310.

(A23)

APPENDIX B: CRITICAL COMMENTS
ON REFERENCE 16

The radiative corrections to high energy brems-
strahlung and pair production in the field of a nu-
cleus were calculated by Mork and Olsen. '8 They
give the radiative corrections to the total pair
cross section on p. B 1670 of Ref. 16, in Table IV
for incomplete screening, in Eq. (X.3) for complete
screening, and in Eq. (X.4) for no screening. These
final results are correct as given, within the
framework of the Weiszacker-Williams approxi-
mation. More recently, these radiative correc-
tions have been recalculated, by Kuraev, Lipatov,
Merenkov, and Fadin' for bremsstrahlung, and
by Vinokurov, Kuraev, and Merenkov, '7 for pair
production, also using the Weiszacker-Williams
approximation. For pair production with complete
screening, the latter authors have performed all
of the integrations analytically. Their result,
given in Eq. (11) on p. 945 of the first citation in
Ref. 17, verifies the result given previously by
Mork and Olsen in Eq. (X.3) of Ref. 16.

However, in spite of the correctness of the re-
sultsin Table IVandEqs. (X.3) and (X.4) of Ref.
16, there are a number of misprints in other
equations and tables of Ref. 16. Some of these
are mentioned in Ref. 25 and the second citation
in Ref. 16. Others are meritioned in Ref. 17, and
still others in Ref. 18. Since Ref. 16 remains an
extremely useful reference, we give here what
we believe to a complete list of the misprints in
Ref. 16, with comments where necessary:

(1) On page 81666 the expressions for a8, a~ and
a«are incorrect as given in Eq. (VI.7). The cor-
rect expressions are

8= (3r'+ 5v)/4,

11333 ~ 9443 6608as= 1058 y +2x1052y+ 1052
119

11- 105 ~ 10 ~ +
105

(2) On page B1668 the expressions for c& and c4
are incorrect as given in Eq. (VII15). The correct
expressions are

8 3 109 2 ai

(3) On page B1666 the values given for E, x 10~
in Table I are incorrect. The correct values are
given in the second citation in Bef. 16 and in Bef.
25.

(4) On page B1667 in Fig. 3 the curves are in-
correct due to numerical errors in the values for
+(~

It should be noted, however, that the values of
G, are correct within 2% as given in Table D,
page 81669, as are also the curves in Fig. 4,
page 81668 and Fig. 5, page 81669, both of which
depend on G&. One may thus assume that G& was
in fact calculated with the correct expressions for
cgy c4 and Qg.

As a check we have recalculated all of the values
given in Tables I and II of Ref. 16, using the cor-
rected expressions for &8, a9, a&&, c& and c4 given
here For F, .we find agreement within 1% with
the values given in the errata, the second citation
in Ref. 16. For F&, E„„G„G&an.d G„,we find
agreement within 1% with the values given in
Tables I and II of the first citation in Ref. 16,
apart from the following, all of which constitute
rather minor corrections.
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Corrected values for Table I of Ref. 16

0.30.1(d (/f g 0.2 0.4

E, x 10' 0.0147 0.0488 0.0986 0.164

I,x 10

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.247 0.3 53 0.494 0.695 1.038

0.192

Corrected values for Table II of Bef. 16

6,/(0 ) 0.2

Q, x10'

a, x10' 0.777

0.4 0.6 0.8

2.27 2.27
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